
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 
Array Offers Free System Replacement and Free User Licenses for Juniper 

Customers Migrating to Array SSL VPNs  
 

With the purchase of a discounted 3-year Array support contract, Juniper SA and MAG 
customers are eligible to receive an Array SSL VPN system and 100 or more user licenses 

for free 
 
MILPITAS, CA – March 10, 2015 – Array Networks Inc., a global leader in application 
delivery networking, today announced its Juniper SSL VPN Replacement Program aimed 
at businesses that currently own and operate SA or MAG products. In response to 
Juniper divesting its Pulse business unit to private equity firm Siris Capital Group, 
customers are evaluating their options with respect to current and future SSL VPN 
purchases. For customers feeling left in the cold by Juniper, Array’s replacement 
program provides a means of migrating from a product with an uncertain future to a 
next-generation solution from a company dedicated to the SSL VPN and secure access 
market.  
 
Free SSL VPN System & Free User Licenses 
Whether customers have a single SA or MAG product or a rack full of systems 
supporting a large deployment, Array will provide an AG Series SSL VPN solution that 
meets or exceeds requirements served by Juniper systems. In addition, Array will 
provide a minimum of 100 free concurrent user licenses – and with higher end hardware 
replacements, up to 1000 free concurrent user licenses. To take advantage of Array’s 
Juniper SSL VPN Replacement Program, customers need only purchase a 3-year Array 
gold support contract at a 30% discount.   
 
Enterprise-Class SSL VPN  
Array is the only company on the market to offer an enterprise-class SSL VPN that either 
meets or exceeds the capabilities of Juniper SSL VPN products. Array AG Series SSL VPNs 
scale from 25 to 128,000 concurrent users and support up to 256 virtual SSL VPN portals 
per hardware appliance. In addition, Array’s SSL VPN provides an unmatched 
combination of end-point security, flexible AAA, access methods, SSL encryption, server-
side security, portal theme customization, PC and mobile platform support and 
integrated mobile application and device management for iOS and Android. 
 
Reseller Partners Wanted 
Many resellers are uncertain about their future selling SSL VPN solutions. Now is the 
time to work with Array to continue to provide customers with an option for enterprise-
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class secure access solutions. Array’s Juniper Replacement Program has built-in, 
guaranteed margins for partners and is a surefire means of attracting new customers 
and retaining existing customers.  
 
Availability 
The Juniper SSL VPN Replacement Program is underway and will remain in effect until 
the end of June 2015. Participating customers are not required to ship Juniper hardware 
to Array. For more information on Array and AG Series SSL VPN appliances, visit: 
www.arraynetworks.com.  
 
About Array Networks 
Array Networks is a global leader in application delivery networking with over 5000 
worldwide customer deployments. Powered by award-winning SpeedCore™ software, 
Array solutions are recognized by leading enterprise, service provider and public sector 
organizations for unmatched performance and total value of ownership. Array is 
headquartered in Silicon Valley, is backed by over 300 employees worldwide and is a 
profitable company with strong investors, management and revenue growth. Poised to 
capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of mobile and cloud computing, analysts and 
thought leaders including Deloitte, Red Herring and Frost & Sullivan have recognized 
Array Networks for its technical innovation, operational excellence and market 
opportunity.  
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